Image guidance reinvented

Foresight™
Intracardiac Echo System

Foresight ICE
Conavi Medical is focused on providing image guidance systems to support minimally
invasive procedures. The Foresight ICE System, a 2D and 3D intracardiac echocardiography
(ICE) system, is comprised of a dual monitor Conavi Hummingbird Console, a Foresight PIM
(patient interface module), and a 10F, deflectable ICE catheter. The system is intended to
be used to visualize the heart and other devices in the heart in 2D and 3D during minimally
invasive cardiovascular procedures such as atrial fibrillation ablation.

1.3 mm
360⁰ imaging field of view

Shortest tip to transducer length

The technology behind the Foresight ICE
catheter is based on rotational acquisition
of images. This provides a full, 360⁰
image around the catheter, closer to the
tip than any other system. The 360⁰ field
provides visualization that facilitates the
identification of anatomic structures and
the position of devices within the field of
view.

During minimally invasive procedures,
navigation of the ICE catheter and devices
through the great vessels and cardiac
anatomy occurs. A full, 360⁰ image,
combined with a short tip to imaging
zone may help during these maneuvers.

Conavi Medical pushes the rotational
technology even further and allows the
catheter to acquire forward-looking
images in addition to side-looking.

Conavi Medical is dedicated to
developing solutions that truly help
the Electrophysiologist during their
procedural workflow.

Intra-procedural 3D imaging

Intuitive user interface

3D imaging has long been demanded by
doctors performing minimally invasive
procedures to help provide more
information about the relative positioning
of anatomy and devices within the heart
and great vessels. The Foresight ICE
system reconstructs 3D images around
the tip of the catheter in less than 1
second. Additionally, the volume that is
generated is the largest 3D volume able
to be acquired on an ICE catheter1.

Start imaging fast and reliably with the
Conavi Hummingbird Console. Single
button start, touchscreen monitor and
dedicated physician monitor all help
to improve the user experience of
ICE imaging. With the small footprint
console, be ready to start imaging in less
than 2 minutes2. With the push of one
onscreen button, get live updates of your
3D volumes every few seconds.
Conavi Medical has focused on delivering
a user interface to help improve
the efficiency of image display and
interpretation throughout the procedure.

Conavi Medical has developed novel
technology to provide users volume data
that may be used to help guide complex
procedures.
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